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The paper adapts the delay-and-sum beamforming method and related deconvolution tech-

niques for microphone phased arrays comprising fixed and continuously-scanning sensors.

Processing of the non-stationary signals introduced by the scanning sensors requires division

of all the signals into quasi-stationary blocks and application of a frequency-dependent window

within each block. Three distinct approaches are developed: application of delay-and-sum to

each block of the divided signals followed by assembly of the outputs of the blocks; a cross-

spectral matrix completion process; and a partial fields decomposition method. The last two

approaches result in a unified cross-spectral matrix that facilitates deconvolution of the array

output. The methodologies are applied to a synthetic noise source and to a supersonic under-

expanded jet that presented the phenomenon of screech. Introduction of a single scanning

sensor to a far-field array comprising 13 fixed sensors improves significantly the fidelity of

beamforming. The deconvolved images of the jet noise source resolve fine shock-cell features

whose dimensions are similar to those imaged by optical techniques in past investigations.

Nomenclature

� = jet diameter

e = steering vector

5 = cyclic frequency

G = cross spectral matrix

� = number of non-repeating elements of cross-spectral submatrices

 = total number of blocks

! = array linear aperture

M = number of microphones

NG = number of divisions of the region of interest

#FFT = size of Fast Fourier Transform

%< = Fourier Transform of ?<(C)
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A = iteration step

' = residual error; mean sensor distance from source origin

B = delay-and-sum signal in time domain

( = delay-and-sum signal in frequency domain

S = point spread function

C = time

) = block duration

* = fully-expanded jet velocity

+ = sensor speed

F = weight

, = modified weight

G = axial coordinate

- = source location

H = transverse coordinate

. = array output

U = derivative given by Eq. 11

V = angle of sensor trajectory

n = error

\ = polar angle relative to jet axis

^ = spatial wavenumber

_ = acoustic wavelength

ℓ = source-sensor distance

g = source-sensor travel time

b = coordinate along the source line

l = angular frequency

l′ = Doppler-shifted frequency

Subscripts

: = block index

<, = = microphone indices

B = scanning sensor

5 = fixed sensor
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I. Introduction

Beamforming has become a standard tool in aeroacoustic experiments. Its widest application uses the delay-and-

sum (DAS) technique to electronically steer signals sampled simultaneously by an array of sensors to the region of

interest [1, 2]. The DAS array output is a convolution between the source distribution and the array point spread

function (PSF). The ideal PSF has a narrowly focused main lobe and suppressed sidelobes. Approaching this ideal

generally requires a large aperture and a dense arrangement of closely-spaced microphones. A large aperture may be

counter-productive when studying the emission of sources whose character is directional, e.g., the noise from turbulent

jets. A large number of sensors, and their accompanying infrastructure, can be prohibitively expensive. In an effort

to enhance the spatial resolution of DAS-based beamforming past research has considered shading algorithms and

non-uniform microphone weightings [1, 3]. These techniques attenuate the effect of the sidelobes of the point spread

function up to a certain level but the resulting image might still not be of the desired resolution. Mitigating the effect of

the PSF can also be addressed via deconvolution methods[3–8]. The probability of success of deconvolution depends

strongly on the quality of the PSF; a highly complex PSF will generally lead to failure [9, 10].

In recent years there has been increasing interest in arrays that include continuously-scanning sensors. The main

attractiveness is the potential of high spatial resolution with a limited number of sensors. The continuous-scan approach

can be considered as an extension of the stop-and-start (fixed indexing) method of Ref. Lee and Bolton [11] and has

found applications in acoustic holography [12–14], order tracking [15] and beamforming [16]. In certain configurations,

order-of-magnitude reduction in acquisition time, with same measurement quality, has been achieved in comparison to

fixed-position sensors [17] or fixed indexing [18]. Reference [19] introduced a direct spectral estimation approach to

obtain the noise source distribution from microphone arrays that contained continuously-scanning sensors. The work

also studied the non-stationarity introduced by the motion of the scanning sensors and used the Wigner-Ville spectral

estimator to quantify its effects. Suppression of those effects involved the division of the signals into quasi-stationary

blocks and application of a frequency-dependent window within each block. Optimization of the signal processing,

including block division, has been addressed in Ref. [20]. On a separate but related subject, there has been significant

progress on the treatment of non-synchronous microphone measurements [21–25]. The associated methods will play

a role here in the development of high-resolution methods to image the noise source.

This paper investigates the incorporation of the continuous-scan paradigm into the DAS-based beamforming and

associated deconvolution methods. As with the direct spectral estimation method, suppression of the effects of non-

stationarity is critical and involves the same signal processing steps outlined above. Three distinct approaches are

introduced. The first method applies DAS to each block of the divided signals, then assembles the array outputs of
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the blocks in a way that prevents overlap. A drawback is the lack of a complete cross-spectral matrix (CSM) that

encompasses the finely resolved sensor positions enabled by the continuous-scan paradigm.A complete CSM is desired

in order to use adaptive methods and to adopt current deconvolution methods in a straightforward fashion. Thus, two

additional methodologies are presented towards this goal. They involve a cross-spectral matrix completion (CSMC)

process and a partial fields decomposition (PFD) technique. Several deconvolution techniques are then used to further

sharpen the noise source maps obtained through CSMC and PFD. The methodologies are first applied to a synthetic

noise source to evaluate the performance of the different continuous-scan methods. Then, a supersonic underexpanded

jet that presented the phenomenon of screech is investigated. This aeroacoustic source is of interest given its intricate

flow field [26–31] containing shock cells in combination with large and fine scale turbulence structures interacting

with them, and creating additional noise sources.

The paper is structured as follows. First, the features and challenges of signal division are introduced. DAS

beamfoming using fixed sensors is briefly reviewed as background. A direct extension of DAS to an array comprising

fixed and continuously-scanning sensors is developed, relying on cross-spectral submatrices (CSSM) to construct the

array output. This is followed by two approaches for obtaining the missing elements of a unified CSM: a cross-spectral

matrix completion (CSMC) method and a partial fields decomposition (PFD) technique. Deconvolution is briefly

reviewed and extended to the continuous-scan paradigm. The experimental setup is described next, including the

microphone array and the noise sources of interest. The results and conclusions sections follow. An earlier version of

this paper appeared in the AIAA 2022 SciTech Forum [32].

II. Methodology

A. Problem Setup

Figure 1 outlines the essential elements of the problem studied here. Consistent with the general approach used

in several past studies (e.g., [2]), the jet noise source is approximated by a one-dimensional distribution, along the jet

axis, of equivalent sources as viewed by a far-field observer. The sources are uncorrelated and their distribution is

denoted @(b, C), where b is the source coordinate. Each source creates a spherical sound wave that propagates through

a quiescent medium with constant speed of sound 0. The source distribution is stationary with time. A number of

fixed and scanning microphones are deployed. Scanning sensor < traverses on a plane through the source axis with

speed +< along a trajectory with local inclination angle V relative to the source line. Of interest here is the application

of the DAS beamforming method to the continuous-scan paradigm.

B. Signal Division

For a scanning sensor, the recorded signal ?<(C) is non-stationary in time due to the time-varying source-sensor

distance and the spatial non-uniformity of the traversed acoustic field. Quasi-stationarity is sought by dividing the
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Fig. 1 Line source and sensor deployment.

signal into a number  of overlapping or non-overlapping blocks of duration ) , as illustrated in Fig. 2. Correlations

are then performed for each block : with center time C: . Guidance for block division and associated signal processing

can be found in Refs. [19, 20].

Fig. 2 Illustration of the division of the signal into  quasi-stationary blocks without block overlap.

Considering an array with M 5 fixed and MB scanning microphones, division of the signal into  blocks can be

thought of as increasing the sensor count toM 5 + MB . However, it is immediately obvious that not all of these sensors

can be correlated. In particular, the signals of a given scanning sensor at different spatial positions (different blocks) are

asynchronous and thus cannot be correlated. When considering the cross-spectral matrix (CSM) based on the sensor

count M 5 +  MB , the matrix has missing entries, hence it is incomplete. This is illustrated in the example of Fig. 3a,

where three microphones are fixed and one microphone is scanning. The signal of the scanning microphone is divided

into six blocks. Treating the position of the scanning microphone as a “virtual" sensor, one is tempted to construct
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a 9 × 9 cross-spectral matrix. Auto- and cross-correlations are possible between the fixed microphones, between the

scanning and fixed microphones, and the scanning sensor with itself at a given block. However, correlations of the

scanning sensor at different blocks are not possible. These are indicated by the blank entries in Fig. 3a.
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Fig. 3 (a) Cross-spectral matrix for an array with three fixed microphones and one scanning sensor whose

output is divided into six blocks. The correlations involving fixed sensors only are highlighted in blue, while

those involving fixed and scanning sensors are indicated in pink. Blank entries indicate missing elements. (b)

Submatrix for block 0. (c) Submatrix for block 1.

Past beamforming studies using direct spectral estimation [19, 20] have also divided the signal into a number  of

blocks and obtained a cross-spectral submatrix (CSSM) for each block :, with : = 0 encompassing the correlations

between the fixed sensors only. This is illustrated in Figs. 3(b) and (c) for blocks : = 0 and : = 1, respectively, where

the grayed regions indicate removal of rows and columns. These submatrices have repeated elements, comprising

the correlations between fixed sensors, that must be excluded when combining their contributions. Figure 4 provides

a more detailed example of submatrices obtained with two microphones scanning (sensors 1-2) and five being fixed

(sensors 3 - 7). The contributions from the fixed and scanning sensors are highlighted in blue and pink, respectively.

The elements marked in bold font are non-repeating and only those elements are used in constructing the array output.

In this work, the approach illustrated in Fig. 4 is applied to the DAS method.

3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6 3,7

4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6 4,7

5,3 5,4 5,5 5,6 5,7

6,3 6,4 6,5 6,6 6,7

7,3 7,4 7,5 7,6 7,7

Block 0

…

1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7

2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6 2,7

3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6 3,7

4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6 4,7

5,1 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,6 5,7

6,1 6,2 6,3 6,4 6,5 6,6 6,7

7,1 7,2 7,3 7,4 7,5 7,6 7,7

Block 1

1,1 1,2 1,3 1,4 1,5 1,6 1,7

2,1 2,2 2,3 2,4 2,5 2,6 2,7

3,1 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,5 3,6 3,7

4,1 4,2 4,3 4,4 4,5 4,6 4,7

5,1 5,2 5,3 5,4 5,5 5,6 5,7

6,1 6,2 6,3 6,4 6,5 6,6 6,7

7,1 7,2 7,3 7,4 7,5 7,6 7,7

Block K

Fig. 4 Illustration of CSSMs for two scanning sensors (1-2) and three fixed sensors (3-7). Non-repeating

elements are indicated in bold font.
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There are advantages, however, to having a complete CSM. The simplicity of a single CSM obviates the logistical

complexity of a large number of submatrices. Importantly, a complete CSM allows for the use of adaptive methods,

advanced beamforming processes such as functional beamforming or orthogonal beamforming, and a straight-forward

utilization of current deconvolution methods developed for fixed sensor arrays. It might be possible to extend

deconvolution to the CSSM approach considering only the non-repeated elements of each CSSM. However, this

was not studied in the present work. This work will consider two approaches for obtaining complete CSMs for the

continuous-scan paradigm. The first is based on methodologies developed for non-synchronous array measurement

and encompasses the fixed and scanning sensors. The second is based on partial fields decomposition and encompasses

the scanning sensors only. In applying these methods, the elements of the incomplete CSM are sorted in space, as

illustrated in Fig. 3 to facilitate the completion process.

C. Beamforming with Fixed Sensors (FS)

Beamforming with fixed sensors is briefly reviewed as it provides important background for the sections that follow.

Considering M 5 fixed sensors, the delay-and-sum signal in time domain is

B(b, C) =

M 5∑
<=1

F< ?<(C + g< (b)) (1)

where ?<(C) is the signal measured by sensor <, F< is a weight, and

g< (b) =
ℓ<(b)

0
(2)

is the source-sensor travel time.

The array output in frequency domain is proportional to the power spectral density of B(b, C). It involves the CSM

G(l) = �<= (l) = %<(l)%
∗
= (l) (3)

where %<(l) and %= (l) are the Fourier transforms of ?< (C) and ?= (C), respectively, ∗ denotes the complex conjugate,

and () represents the averaging in spectral estimation; and the steering vector

e(b, l) = 4<(b, l) = F< exp[8lg< (b)] (4)

It can be readily derived that the normalized array output is

. (b, l) =
1

M2
5

e(b, l) G(l) e� (b, l) (5)
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where � denotes the complex transpose.

Denoting the Fourier transform of the source @(b, C) as &(b, l), for a spatially incoherent source

&(b, l)&∗(G, l) = Φ(G, l)X(G − b) (6)

It is then straight-forward to show that the array output can be expressed as [3]

. (b, l) =

∫
L

S(G, b, l) Φ(G, l) 3G (7)

where

S(G, b, l) =

M 5∑
<=1

M 5∑
==1

F<F=4
8l [g< (G)−g< ( b ) ]48l [g= ( b )−g= (G) ] (8)

is the point spread function (PSF), which represents the response of the array to a point source at location G. The array

output therefore is the convolution between the source distribution Φ(G, l) and the PSF.

The dynamic range of the array can be improved by removing the diagonal terms of the CSM which contain

the microphone self-noise contamination. However, diagonal removal can result in negative eigenvalues, associated

with negative source auto-powers, which are unphysical and might impair advanced beamforming processes such

as Functional Beamforming [33, 34]. An alternative approach to the diagonal removal method is the diagonal

reconstruction method (DiRec) of Hald [35] or that of Dougherty [36]. The DiRec method can be understood as

a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem, thus allowing the use of powerful convex optimization libraries such

as CVX [37, 38]. No negative eigenvalues are obtained if using these methods. A comprehensive review on CSM

denoising is found in Ref. [39].

D. Beamforming with Cross-Spectral Submatrices (CSSM)

The DAS method is extended to phased arrays containing fixed and continuously-scanning sensors, using the

method of CSSM. Relations are first obtained on a per block basis, then the outputs of the blocks are assembled into

an overall array output.

1. Array Output per Block

For a scanning sensor, the source-sensor travel time varies with time. Considering block : with center time C: and

duration ) , subscript <: denotes the quantities associated with sensor < at C = C: . Provided that ) is sufficiently short,

the source-sensor travel is approximated by the first-order Taylor expansion

g< (b, C) ≈ g<: (b) + U<: (b) (C − C:) (9)
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where

U<: (b) =
mg<(b, C)

mC

�����
C=C:

(10)

For the geometry of Fig. 1 it can be readily derived that

U<: (b) =
+<:

0

(G<: − b) cos V − H<: sin V

ℓ<: (b)
(11)

where +<: is the velocity of the scanning sensor and (G<: , H<:) are the sensor coordinates.

ConsideringM 5 fixed and MB scanning sensors, for block : the DAS signal in time domain follows Eq. 1 but with

the above adjustment of the source-sensor time:

B: (b, C) =

M 5 +MB∑
<=1

F<?<: [(1 + U<: (b))C + g<: (b)] (12)

where ?<: (C) is the pressure recorded by sensor < at block : and has a Fourier transform %<: (l). For simplicity time

C is now referenced to the center time C: . The Fourier transform of B: (b, C) is

(: (b, l) =

∫ ∞

−∞

M 5 +MB∑
<=1

F<: ?<: [(1 + U<: (b))C + g<: (b)] 4
−8lC 3C

=

M 5 +MB∑
<=1

F<:

1 + U<: (b)
%<: (l

′
<: (b)) 4

8l′
<:
g<: ( b )

(13)

where l′
<:

(b) is the Doppler-shifted frequency

l′
<: (b) =

l

1 + U<: (b)
(14)

For low scan Mach number (i.e., +<:/0∞ << 1), the Fourier transform of the pressure signal %<: (l
′
<:

) can be

approximated as %<: (l) with little error. On defining the modified weights

,<: (b) =
F<

1 + U<: (b)
(15)

Eq. 13 becomes

(: (b, l) =

M 5 +MB∑
<=1

,<: (b) %<: (l) 4
8l′

<:
g<: ( b ) (16)
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The non-normalized array output for block : is (: (b, l)(
∗
:
(b, l) and takes the form

.: (b, l) =

M 5 +MB∑
<=1

M 5 +MB∑
==1

,<: (b),=: (b) %<: (l)%
∗
=:
(l) 48l

′
<:

( b )g<: ( b ) 4−8l
′
=:

( b )g=: ( b ) (17)

Defining the CSSM for block : as

G: (l) = �<=,: (l) = %<: (l)%
∗
=:
(l) (18)

with a size of (MB +M 5 ) × (MB +M 5 ), the array output for block : is

.: (b, l) = e: (b, l) G: (l) e�: (b, l) (19)

where

e: (b, l) = 4<: (b, l) = ,<:4
8l′

<:
( b )g<: ( b ) (20)

is a modified steering vector with size 1 × (MB + M 5 ). For zero scan velocity, Eq. 20 reduces to Eq. 4 and Eq. 19

reduces to the conventional delay-and-sum beamforming expression of Eq. 5. The diagonal reconstruction methods

mentioned earlier can still be applied to the array output of each block.

In calculating the auto- and cross-spectral densities of Eq. 18, care must be taken when handling non-stationary

signals. As outlined in Ref. [19], the most serious manifestation of the non-stationarity is on the cross-correlations of

sensors that have a relative velocity. Considering only one sensor scanning with speed +<, this effect is suppressed

when +<) << _, i.e., within each block the sensor travels a distance much smaller than the acoustic wavelength

to be resolved. Changing the block size for each frequency would lead to a prohibitive computational cost for the

array output. This motivates the implementation of a frequency-dependent Gaussian window within each block that is

integrated with the spectral estimation and thus adds minimal cost to the computation. Denoting the window width X,

the suppression condition can be formulated as

+<X = 2__ (21)

where 2_ << 1. Connected with the implementation of the Gaussian window is the need for different Fast Fourier

Transform sizes (#FFT) across frequency ranges. The detailed procedures can be found in Ref. [19] and are followed

here for the computation of the cross-spectral matrices for all the continuous-scan methods covered in this paper.

2. Overall Array Response

Equation 19 gives the array output for a given block :. In assembling the responses over all the blocks, only

the non-repeating elements of the CSSMs (Eq. 18) are included to avoid averaging of repeated information. As

illustrated in Fig. 4, the CSSM for the initial block, Block 0, comprises the signals of the fixed sensors only. Given
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that only stationary signals are processed, the CSSM for Block 0 uses the entire duration of the signals. For the blocks

: = 1, 2, ...,  only the correlations with scanning sensors are used. It is easy to show that the number of non-repeating

elements used to compute the array output is

� = (M 5 −MB)
2 + ( − 1)MB (2M 5 −MB) (22)

The array output for all the non-repeated elements of each CSSM is calculated as

. (b, l) =
1

�

{
M 5 +MB∑
<=MB+1

M 5 +MB∑
==MB+1

F<F= �<=,0 (l) 4
8lg< ( b ) 4−8lg= ( b )+

 ∑
:=1

[
MB∑
<=1

M 5 +MB∑
==1

,<: (b),=: (b) �<=,: (l) 4
8l′

<:
( b )g<: ( b ) 4−8l

′
=:

( b )g=: ( b )+

MB+M 5∑
<=MB+1

MB∑
==1

,<: (b),=: (b) �<=,: (l) 4
8l′

<:
( b )g<: ( b ) 4−8l

′
=:

( b )g=: ( b )

]}
(23)

Referring to the illustration of Fig. 4, the first term on the right-hand side represents the contributions of Block 0 (: = 0,

fixed sensors only); the second term reflects the first two rows for : > 0; and the third terms reflects the first two

columns for : > 0, excluding the elements already accounted for. Because the first term involves only the fixed sensors,

the frequency is not influenced by the Doppler shift. Equation 23 constitutes the extension of the delay-and-sum

methodology to the continuous-scan paradigm using cross-spectral submatrices.

E. Beamforming using Cross-Spectral Matrix Completion (CSMC)

Research on noise source localization using a collection of non-synchronous microphone measurements has gained

momentum [21–25]. An initial approach consisted in moving a prototype array sequentially. However, the phase

relationships between the microphones of the array at two distinct sequential positions were lost, thus resulting in

a penalization in the spatial resolution needed for beamforming applications. To overcome this problem, a strategy

consisting of placing reference microphones near the source was later employed. Such microphones were used to

recover the missing phase relationships between consecutive positions of the array by conditioned spectral analysis and

principal component analysis [40] in a procedure similar to the partial fields decomposition presented in Section II.F.

However, in order for the missing phase relationships to be sufficiently well resolved, a large number of reference sensors

were usually needed to capture the number of distinct sources, resulting in a prohibitive cost for certain applications.

A novel approach of constructing the missing phase relationships of sequential microphone measurements was

formulated in Refs. [41, 42]. The idea behind the methodology was the completion of the CSM obtained from non-

synchronous microphone arrays (i.e., the estimation of the missing entries of an incomplete CSM). The approach has

been successfully applied in the past to simulated sources and simple speaker sources [42], as well as some industrial
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devices [43]. This section introduces a way to obtain a complete CSM that bears similarities to the spectral matrix

reconstruction of Ref. [42]. The methodology is extended to the continuous-scan paradigm, thus reducing the total

experimental time significantly [17] compared to sequential measurements. Other approaches were also explored but

were unsuccessful. Specifically, a methodology similar to the array interpolation approach of Ref. [44] was tested;

however, the spatial distribution of the noise sources at high frequency was relatively poor due to the phase unwrapping

step not being perfectly linear with frequency.

The CSM completion method is usually stated as a matrix rank minimization problem (a low rank model) subject

to some constraints. However, when dealing with signals produced by a large and unknown number of uncorrelated

sources, as might be the case for jet noise, the process of estimating the rank of the completed matrix can be cumbersome

without a priori information of the exact number of sources that produce the equivalent acoustic far-field signature.

In addition, as discussed in Yu [42], the process of estimating the matrix rank poses a challenge when dealing with

signals with moderate to high levels of noise in the measurements, as might be the case in wind tunnel beamforming

applications. The rank minimization approach introduces a high degree of variability of the results as one must set a

thresholding parameter, related to the most relevant eigenvalues of the completed CSM. Thus, the low rank model is

usually reformulated as a weakly sparse eigenvalue spectrum problem. This enables the use of advanced semidefinite

programming (SDP) algorithms and libraries used in convex optimization applications [37, 38]. Instead of imposing a

reduced fixed rank, the completed CSM is of full rank and contains only a few dominant eigenvalues. The problem then

results in minimizing the nuclear norm of the completed CSM subject to some constraints. Denoting the completed

CSM as G2, its nuclear norm is

‖G2 (l)‖∗ =

M 5 + MB∑
9=1

_2
9 (l) (24)

where _ 9 are the eigenvalues. The completed CSM contains the contributions from fixed and scanning microphones,

and has a size of (M 5 +  MB) × (M 5 +  MB) for each frequency resolved. The constraints needed to establish a

unique and physical solution to the problem are described next.

The first restrictions imposed on the completed CSM are the Hermitian and semipositive definite conditions. That

is

G2 (l) = G�
2 (l) (25)

and

G2 (l) � 0 (26)

respectively. This ensures that there are no negative eigenvalues associated with negative auto-spectral densities. Next,

a condition is imposed such that the completed CSM does not change the existing measured entries of the incomplete
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CSM, denoted G8 . This requirement can be relaxed and stated as

‖A(G2 (l)) − G8 (l)‖� ≤ n1 (27)

where the A(·) operator extracts the positions containing only the measured cross- and auto-spectral densities of the

incomplete CSM, ‖ · ‖� is the Frobenius norm, and n1 is a thresholding error that relaxes the constraint.

A completed CSM can be calculated using the above requirements. However, the solution may not be unique

or physical. Thus, a new constraint is included to obtain physical results. It ensures the smoothness of the acoustic

far-field [45] by using a smoothing operator that encodes the positions of the microphones, fixed and scanning (i.e. the

center of the blocks). The operator acts as a filter on the completed CSM, preventing significant variations between the

auto- and cross-spectral densities of microphone pairs that are very close. The filter is denoted by 	 and is constructed

using a dimension-reduced Fourier spatial basis

� = exp
[
8(^Gx + ^Hy)

]
(28)

where x and y are the vectors of the G and H coordinates of the fixed sensors and center coordinates of the blocks, and (^G ,

^H) are spatial wavenumbers. Following the guidance of Yu et al. [42], the wavenumbers are discretized as ^=G = =Δ^G ,

with = = −#, ..., # , and ^<H = <Δ^H and < = −", ..., " . The expressions for ^H will be obviated in the analysis that

follows given their similarity to those obtained for :G . The maximum spatial frequency is ^G,max = #Δ^G =
c
ΔG

. The

spatial frequency can be related to the array aperture as Δ^G =
2c
!G

, where !G is the aperture in the G direction, and

similarly for " . Thus, the integer # is given by # =
c

ΔGΔ^G
, and similarly for " . Here, we assume that the acoustic

waves will not change significantly within the small ΔI offset between the fixed and scanning microphones (see Section

III.B); hence we have not included the third dimension in our formulation. However, the methodology can be extended

for sensors with greater ΔI offsets. The choice of the above spatial basis is valid as long as the far-field correlation

length ℓ2 is larger than the distance between neighboring microphones or block centers of the array. A general rule to

determine the minimum resolution of the dimension-reduced basis is ΔG,ΔH ≥ min(ℓ2, 232), where 32 represents the

distance between two contiguous microphones or block centers. In this study, we used ΔG = ΔH ≈ 232.

Then, the smoothing filter is constructed as

	 = ��
† (29)

where �
† is the pseudo-inverse, which is found using the Moore-Penrose method. The Moore-Penrose inverse is
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defined as �†
= V�

−1UH, where the rectangular diagonal matrix �
−1 is

�
−1

=

©
«

f−1
11

0 · · · 0

0 f−1
22

· · · 0

...
...

. . .
...

0 0 · · · f−1
2#×2"

ª®®®®®®®®®®®
¬

(30)

and contains non-negative numbers only; � = U�VH is the singular value decomposition of the matrix, where V and U

are the singular value vector matrices; and � is a rectangular diagonal matrix containing the singular values. Note that

" and # do not necessarily need to be equal, as they depend on the discretization used to obtain the reduced-dimension

spatial basis. Obviously, the entries of the CSM must not be significantly changed as a consequence of the filtering, a

requirement that is expressed as

‖	G2 (l)	
H − G2 (l)‖� ≤ n2 (31)

where n2 is a thresholding error. Having introduced all the required variables, the problem of CSM completion for

continuous-scan phased arrays is formulated as

minimize ‖G2 (l)‖∗

subject to ‖A(G2 (l)) − G8 (l)‖� ≤ n1

‖	G2 (l)	
H − G2 (l)‖� ≤ n2

G2 (l) = G�
2 (l) � 0

(32)

The above methodology has been successfully applied to block-Hermitian matrix completion problems in past beam-

forming studies [21–23, 42, 43, 45]. However, a key difference is that the incomplete CSM G8 obtained in the context

of the continuous-scan paradigm is not in general block-Hermitian. The completed CSM is obtained, as per Eq. 32,

using the Fast Iterative Shrinkage Thresholding Algorithm (FISTA) approach of Ref. [43].

The completed CSM is steered to location b within the region of interest to compute the array output as

. (b, l) =
1

(M 5 +  MB)2
e(b, l) G2 (l) e� (b, l) (33)

Here, the steering vectors are of size 1 ×
(
M 5 +  MB

)
. It is noted that diagonal removal or reconstruction algorithms

can be used with the above approach, requiring appropriate adjustment to the denominator. The steering vector used in

Eq. 33 has components associated with both fixed and continuously-scanning sensors. As such, Eq. 4 should be used

for fixed sensors while Eq. 20 should be used for the components involving scanning sensors.
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A cautionary comment is noted with regards to the errors associated with the estimation of the missing entries of

the CSM, known as Matrix Completion Errors (MCE), and defined as

MCE(l) =
‖Greal(l) − G2 (l)‖�

‖Greal(l)‖�
(34)

where Greal is the real CSM. Past experimental results [43] have measured the performance of the matrix completion

error in conjunction with the FISTA algorithm. It is found that the MCE is usually below 0.1 when the signal-to-noise

ratio is below 10 dB using exclusively sequential measurements (i.e. without the use of any reference sensors). The

MCE improves when utilizing reference sensors and appears independent of the number of references used. As such,

FISTA is identified as a robust method of minimizing Eq. 32 when the number of uncorrelated acoustic sources is

unknown a priori. No specific trends of the MCE as a function of frequency are noted, as it does not monotonically

increase or decrease [42]. The matrix completion problem posed in the present work might be considered as an extension

of the FISTA matrix reconstruction problem of Ref. [43], where the reference sensors are the fixed microphones and

the sequential measurements are given by the scanning microphone.

F. Beamforming using Partial Fields Decomposition (PFD)

An alternative way to construct a cross-spectral matrix involves the method of partial fields decomposition (PFD).

A similar approach has been used before by Shah et al. [46, 47], and has been successfully applied in the beamforming

of fan and jet noise sources [46, 48] and near-field acoustic holography [11, 49, 50]. The method can be considered an

extension of the start-and-stop method [11, 49, 50], which relied on having an array of reference (fixed) sensors that

were measuring continuously while a small subset of the array was scanning over a number of patches sequentially.

In this study, the microphone is continuously scanning, and the signal is non-stationary, requiring advanced spectral

estimation techniques and division of the signal into smaller and quasi-stationary blocks, as discussed in Section III.B.

In contrast with the CSM completion approach of the previous section, here the cross-spectral matrix is based

on the scanning microphones only. The fixed microphones are used for phase-referencing.. A brief summary of the

process is provided. First, a reference CSM is constructed using the entire duration of the signal of the fixed sensors

only:

G 5 5 ,) (l) = � 5< 5= ,) (l) = % 5< ,) (l)%
∗
5= ,)

(l) (35)

Subscript 5 5 indicates correlations between fixed sensor only and subscript ) indicates the entire duration of the

signal). The reference CSM has a singular value decomposition

G 5 5 ,) = U 5 5 ,)� 5 5 ,)V�
5 5 ,) (36)
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The pressure signals from all sensors (fixed and scanning) are then divided into a number  of overlapping or non-

overlapping blocks, similarly to the previously-described approaches. A transfer function matrix between the reference

microphones and the continuously-scanning sensors is constructed for every block as

H 5 B,: =

(
G 5 5 ,:

)−1

G 5 B,: (37)

where H 5 B,: represents the transfer function matrix for block :. The term G 5 5 ,: is the CSM calculated utilizing the

fixed sensors only for block :, obtained using

G 5 5 ,: (l) = � 5< 5= ,: (l) = % 5< ,: (l)%
∗
5= ,:

(l) (38)

and G 5 B,: is the CSM obtained utilizing the fixed sensors and the scanning microphones, which is computed as

G 5 B,: (l) = � 5<B= ,: (l) = % 5<,: (l)%
∗
B= ,:

(l) (39)

Note that while G 5 5 ,: is always a square Hermitian matrix, G 5 B,: does not necessarily need to be square. The

frequency-dependent window is applied in the cross-spectral density estimation of G 5 B,: in a similar way as in Ref.

[19], as outlined in the preceding sections. Typically, the matrix G 5 5 ,: does not have an inverse. It is a standard

procedure to use the Moore-Penrose generalized inverse for the matrix such that

(
G 5 5 ,:

)−1

=

(
G 5 5 ,:

)†
= V 5 5 ,:�

−1
5 5 ,:U

�
5 5 ,: (40)

where

G 5 5 ,: = U 5 5 ,:� 5 5 ,:V
�
5 5 ,: (41)

is the singular value decomposition of the matrix, where all the above relationships are valid for each frequency l

analyzed.

The partial fields for block :, calculated at the geometric center of the block, are given by

�: = H�
5 B,:U 5 5 ,)�

1/2

5 5 ,)
(42)

The CSM obtained via PFD, denoted GPF, is then constructed by “sewing" the partial fields together, as outlined in

Ref. [46]:

GPF = �
�
8 � 9 , 8, 9 = 1, . . . ,  (43)
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It has a size of MB× MB. The noise source distribution can be obtained by steering the CSM using the delay-and-sum

algorithm as

. (b, l) =
1

( MB)2
ePF(b, l) GPF(l) e�PF(b, l) (44)

where the steering vector is assembled as

ePF = ,<: exp[8l′
<:g<:] , < = 1, . . . ,MB , : = 1, . . . ,  (45)

and has size 1 ×  MB .

Care must be taken when interpreting the results obtained with PFD. The PFD technique decomposes the measured

acoustic field into a number of mutually orthogonal and coherent partial fields (Eq. 42). The partial fields are then

“sewed” together to construct a CSM based on the locations of the scanning sensor. The CSM can be used consistently

with the uncorrelated line source model of Fig. 1. The quality of the CSM depends on whether the number of partial

fields utilized for its construction is sufficient to adequately represent the acoustic field emitted by the source. This

number depends on the number of fixed microphones used to construct the reference CSM. For the supersonic jet noise

source of this work, the ranked singular values of the reference CSM are well separated for frequencies up to about 50

kHz, as shown in Fig. 13. Importantly, the tonal components for 5 ≤ 50 kHz are adequately captured by the leading

partial field. Application of this method for high frequency would require a larger number of partial fields, hence a

larger number of fixed reference sensors [50].

G. Deconvolution Methods

For phased arrays that include scanning sensors, the convolution formula of Eq. 7 still holds with the modified PSF

S(G, b, l) =

M∑
<=1

M∑
==1

,<(b),= (b),<(G),= (G)4
8l′ [g< (G0)−g< ( b ) ]48l

′ [g= ( b )−g= (G0) ] (46)

where M represents the number of sensor locations (M 5 when using fixed sensors only; M 5 +  MB for CSMC; and

 MB for PFD). The modified weights , are given by Eq. 15 and the Doppler-shifted frequency l′ is given by Eq.

14. Careful bookkeeping of the terms in Eq. 46 is required to apply these equations correctly. Upon discretization the

integral of Eq. 7 becomes a linear system of equations whose inversion can be addressed by a number of methods.

Several deconvolution approaches have been proposed to improve the spatial resolution of the image and reject

the sidelobes that are inherent in the PSF. This study explored three of such methods: DAMAS [4], Richardson-Lucy

algorithm (RL) [3, 51–53] and CLEAN-SC [5]. These schemes were not applied with the CSSM method. In all of

the above approaches, the sources are assumed to be uncorrelated. DAMAS inverts Eq. 7 using the Gauss-Seidel

method. In the RL approach the PSF and source distribution are treated as conditional and independent probabilities,
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respectively, and inversion uses Bayes’ theorem. CLEAN-SC is based on the fact that the sidelobes are coherent with

the main lobe; it removes, the sidelobe contributions iteratively to refine the noise source distribution. In doing so, the

contributions from the peak sources are removed from the completed CSM, thus forming a degraded version of the

matrix. The process stops when the CSM is sufficiently degraded. CLEAN-SC may have difficulty localizing a large

number of spatially incoherent sources, tending to merge closely-spaced sources into a single source of higher intensity

[54]. The process can be improved using a high-resolution version of CLEAN-SC [55].

For the DAMAS and RL methods the convergence error at a given frequency is defined as

n3 (l) =
1

L .max

∫
L

����. (b, l) −
∫
L

S(G, b, l) Φ(G, l)3G

���� 3b

where .max is the maximum value of the array output at a given frequency. Convergence required n3 (l) ≤ 0.1. The

stopping criterion for the CLEAN-SC method was

‖Gdegraded‖� > ‖G‖�

III. Experimental Setup

A. Phased Microphone Array

Noise measurements were conducted in the UCI Aeroacoustics Facility depicted in Fig. 5. The room is covered

with anechoic foam wedges having a half-wedge angle of 23◦ and depth of 152 mm. The reverberation time is 0.5 s and

the approximate cut-off frequency is 560 Hz [56]. The microphone array comprises twenty-four 1/8-inch condenser

microphones (Brüel and Kjaer, Model 4138) with frequency response up to 120 kHz. The microphones are connected,

in groups of four, to six conditioning amplifiers (Brüel and Kjaer, Model 2690-A-0S4). The outputs of the amplifiers are

sampled simultaneously, at 250 kHz per channel, by three 8-channel multi-function data acquisition boards (National

Instruments PCI-6143) installed in a computer with an Intel i7-7700K quad-core processor. National Instruments

Labview software provides the interface for signal acquisition and filtering, as well as control of the experiment. The

microphone signals were conditioned with a high-pass filter set at 350 Hz to remove any spurious noise. Temperature

and humidity inside the chamber were recorded to enable the calculation of the effects of atmospheric absorption.

Far-field noise measurements were conducted with the microphones mounted on a linear inclined holder with

inclination angle V = 11.3◦ with respect to the jet axis. The beamforming results presented here utilized thirteen fixed

microphones (M 5 = 13) in combination with one scanning microphone (MB = 1), as shown in Fig. 6. This arrangement

covered the polar sector 55◦ ≤ \ ≤ 101◦, which is relevant to the screech emission of the jet flow considered here. The

scanning microphone was mounted on a linear traverse consisting of a belt drive (Igus ZLW-0630) powered by a servo

motor (ClearPath MCPV). The trajectory of the scanning microphone was parallel to the fixed microphone line, with a
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lateral offset ΔI = −6 mm. The mean distance of the sensors to the source origin (0, 0, 0) was ' = 1.02 m. The array

linear aperture was ! = 0.85 m for the fixed sensors only and ! = 0.90 m when the scanning sensor was added.

The position of the scanning microphone was determined from the encoder signal of the motor (ClearPath MCPV)

powering the traverse and verified by a laser displacement sensor (SICK OD1000). The servo was programmed to rotate

at fixed revolutions per minute with a velocity ramp-up and ramp-down to prevent damage to the scanning microphone.

The steady-state speed was of 75.94 mm/s, with a stroke length of 900 mm. A total of 3 × 106 samples were acquired

for each channel, corresponding to an acquisition time of 12 s. Further details on the scanning microphone setup can

be found in Ref. [19].

Sound Pressure Level (SPL) spectra were computed from the microphone signals using #FFT = 4096, giving a

frequency resolution of 61 Hz. The SPL spectra were corrected for actuator response, microphone free-field response,

and atmospheric absorption. They are referenced to a constant radius of 0.305 m from the nozzle exit. In the

beamforming procedures, the signals of the 14 microphones were divided into a total of  = 352 blocks following the

signal division guidance of Ref. [20]. The block schedule utilized a block size of 32768 samples, corresponding to

0.13 s and a traversed distance of 10 mm. The block overlap was approximately 50%. The window parameter of Eq.

21 was 2_ = 0.2. The frequency ranges 0 - 55 kHz, 55-85 kHz, and 85-120 kHz were processed with #FFT = 1024,

512, and 256, respectively, following the guidelines of Ref. [19]. The region of interest along the source axis was set

to -0.3 m ≤ G ≤ 0.6 m. For the main part of the investigation it was divided into 350 increments with resolution ΔG =

2.7 m. Investigation of a synthetic source with very fine features required a much finer resolution of 0.4 mm.

The guidance from Ref. [4] was used for the deconvolution approaches to avoid spatial aliasing problems. Specifi-

cally, the ratio ΔG/�-3 dB was kept approximately constant and equal to 0.2, where �-3 dB is the main lobe beam width

(-3 dB cutoff beam width) taken at G = 0 m. This led to a frequency-dependent number of divisions of the region of

interest, rapidly increasing with frequency. To limit the computational cost of the inversion process, the maximum

number of grid points at high frequency was capped at 350, thus yielding a finest spatial resolution of ΔG = 2.7 mm.

B. Noise Sources

This study examined two noise sources: a synthetic source distribution and a supersonic underexpanded jet. The

synthetic source was used as a benchmark to quantify the errors in the source localization and source strength for

the beamforming methods investigated. It comprised 18 uncorrelated monopoles with frequency range 1 kHz to 90

kHz, as shown in Fig. 7. The amplitude of the distribution was constant throughout. The monopoles occupied the

region G ∈ [0, 0.2] m and were equally spaced at 0.0106 m. This spacing corresponds, approximately, to the size of

the main beamwidth at 36 kHz for FS, and at 32 kHz for the continuous-scan methods. The pressure field caused by

the synthetic source was propagated to the locations of the fixed and scanning microphones, shown in Fig. 6. The

position of the scanning microphone was determined from the encoder signal of the motor used in the experiments. A
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Fig. 5 Diagram of the UCI anechoic chamber. The scanning microphone is indicated in red.
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Fig. 6 Coordinates of fixed microphone coordinates (blue) and trajectory of scanning microphone (red).

sampling frequency of 250 kHz and 12 seconds of recording time were used, consistently with the actual experimental

conditions.

The supersonic jet issued from a convergent round nozzle with exit diameter � = 14.2 mm and lip thickness

of 0.4 mm. The nozzle coordinates are plotted in Fig. 8. The nozzle was supplied by air at room temperature and

total pressure of ?0 = 297 kPa. This resulted in a fully-expanded jet Mach number " 9 = 1.34 and fully-expanded

velocity * 9 = 397 m/s. At these conditions the jet emits strong screech tones that correspond to the lateral mode of

oscillation, called mode B. This source was selected due to the richness of the far-field acoustic components, including

the turbulence mixing noise, broadband shock-associated noise and screech tones. Structures upstream of the nozzle

were covered with anechoic foam to minimize any reflections towards the nozzle. The Reynolds number based on

nozzle exit diameter was 6.5×105. During each experimental run, the total pressure was held to within 1% of its target

value.
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Fig. 7 Distribution of synthetic noise source.
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Fig. 8 Nozzle coordinates on symmetry plane.

IV. Results

Results are presented relating to the delay-and-sum array output obtained by the methods of Section II. Results

obtained using fixed sensors only will be denoted by FS; those obtained using the continuous-scan paradigm will be

denoted CSSM, CSMC, and PFD for the cross-spectral submatrix, cross-spectral matrix completion, and partial fields

decomposition methods, respectively. The array output . has natural units of Pa2/Hz and will be presented in decibel

scale as dB/Hz. Accordingly, the noise source distribution obtained after deconvolution has units of dB/(m Hz).

A. Array Pattern

The array point spread function (Eq. 46) affects the spatial resolution and fidelity of the beamforming. The PSF

typically contains a main lobe that can detect the true source location and sidelobes that can severely distort the array

output and create images of artificial sources. Past research has been conducted on optimizing the array geometry to

improve the spatial resolution of the beamformed images [1, 57]. However, the sidelobes can only be suppressed to a
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certain extent. With regards to the main lobe beam width, it scales approximately as �−3dB ≈ �'/(_!) where � is an

experimentally-determined dimensionless constant [4].

Figure 9 displays the PSF for a point source at G = 0 m, normalized for each frequency. The figure demonstrates

the significant sidelobe suppression enabled when using the continuous-scan techniques compared to utilizing an array

containing only fixed sensors. Regarding the main lobe width, the empirical constant in the above expression drops from

� ≈ 0.90 for FS to � ≈ 0.79 for the continuous-scan methods. Thus, in addition to the suppression of the sidelobes,

an 18% improvement in the spatial resolution of the main lobe is attained by including a scanning microphone.

��� ��� ��� ���

Fig. 9 Normalized point spread function ((G, 0, l)/(<0G (0, l) for: (a) FS; (b) CSSM; (c) CSMC; (d) PFD.

B. Synthetic Noise Sources

Contour plots of the array output . for the synthetic source of Fig. ??, calculated using FS, PFD, and PFD

deconvolved using DAMAS, are shown in Fig. 10. The results for CSSM and CSMC are similar to those for PFD and

therefore are omitted. The distributions are normalized by their peak values for each frequency to aid the interpretation

of the results. It is evident that FS fails at detecting the source locations. On the other hand, PFD (before and after

deconvolution) provides sharp images of the noise sources for 5 > 50 kHz. The beamforming of the noise sources at

lower frequencies is affected by the size of the main lobe beamwidth and results in a poor source separation, as seen in

the figure.

Figure 11 plots the array output distributions of Fig. 10 at 5 = 60 kHz. FS suffers from strong sidelobes and

produces a pattern that bears little resemblance to the actual source distribution. The maximum values of PFD shows

distinct peaks associated with each of the 18 source locations. Deconvolution narrows the beamwidth and thus sharpens

those peaks significantly.
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Fig. 10 Maps of array output for the synthetic noise source. (a) FS; (b) PFD; (c) PFD followed by DAMAS

deconvolution. Maps are normalized by the local maximum.

The synthetic-source results allow quantification of the errors associated with each of the imaging techniques. For

a given frequency, the source localization error is defined as

nG =

√√√
1

#

#∑
8=1

( -̃8 − -8)2

where -8 is the true position of source 8, -̃8 is the location of the peak of source 8 as determined by beamforming,

and # = 18 is the total number of sources. For FS, this error could not be quantified at any frequency because of the

confusion between main lobe and sidelobes. It suffices to say that the error of FS is unacceptably high for imaging

sources with fine features. For the continuous-scan methods, the error location can be quantified for 5 ≥ 50 kHz. At
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Fig. 11 Axial distributions of array outputs for the synthetic noise source at 5 = 60 kHz. (a) FS; (b) PFD; (c)

PFD followed by DAMAS deconvolution. Outputs are normalized by the local maximum.

lower frequencies, the beamwidth is too large to resolve the finely-spaced sources. At 5 = 60 kHz, the location errors

for CSSM, CSMC, and PFD were 0.91 mm, 0.67 mm, and 0.78 mm, respectively. PFD after deconvolution yielded an

error of 0.63 mm. These errors are on the order of ∼ 5% or less of the diameter of the nozzle used in the jet experiment.

Results at higher frequencies are similar.

The source strength error measures the deviation of the beamformed output, at the imaged source location, from a

uniform distribution consistent with the definition of the synthetic source. The error is relative to the mean distribution,

in decibels,

.dB =
1

#

#∑
8=1

10 log10. ( -̃8)

and is defined as

nB =

√√√
1

#

#∑
8=1

[
10 log10 . ( -̃8) − . dB

]2

For FS, the strength error could not be evaluated due to the ambiguity in source location. From Fig. 11 is is evident that

FS fails to even capture the extent of the source region. For the continuous-scan methods at 5 =60 kHz, the strength

errors were: 0.91 dB, 1.02 dB, and 0.95 dB for CSSM, CSMC, and PFD, respectively. DAMAS deconvolution of

the PFD output yielded a strength error of 1.05 dB. Thus, for all the continuous-scan methods, the departure from
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uniformity was approximately 1 dB. The above location and strength errors indicate the potential for continuous-scan

approaches to resolve noise sources with fine features, as is the case of the supersonic jet of this study.

C. Jet Noise Source

This section presents sound pressure level (SPL) spectra and phased-array results for the supersonic underexpanded

jet. SPL spectra are based on the full record of the signals opf the fixed microphones (12 s). They are plotted for

several polar angles at which one encounters a richness of tones. In the presentation of the results the notation - (=)

is used to designate a screech tone, where - is the mode and = is the harmonic. The mode notation of Ref. [58] is

followed, with mode B denoting a lateral oscillation. Figure 12 displays the lossless SPL spectra for the isolated jet.

Tones � (1) , � (2) , � (3) and � (4) appear prominently. Their directivity is not uniform, hence their levels vary depending

on the polar station [59, 60]. The frequency of tone � (1) is approximately 9200 Hz.

Fig. 12 SPL spectra for the underexpanded jet at various polar angles.

Some aspects of the PFD method are discussed before presenting the beamforming maps. Figure 13 shows the

singular values of the diagonal of � 5 5 ,) , calculated using Eq. 36. The size of the � 5 5 ,) matrix is of 13 × 13 and

only the odd-numbered entries of the diagonal are displayed in the figure (1, 3, 5, . . . , 13). There is a relatively good

separation (at least one order of magnitude) between the largest and the smallest singular values for frequencies up to

50 kHz, suggesting that the majority of the energy for such frequency range can be described utilizing a small number

of partial fields. The screech tone and its four harmonics are well represented using one to three distinct orthogonal

partial fields. Above this frequency the separation declines considerably and some degradation in the CSM (GPF) is

expected given the number of partial fields obtained might be less than the required to fully characterize the acoustic

field emitted by the source, thus lowering the quality of the array output.

The accuracy of the CSMC and PFD techniques in generating a complete CSM is evaluated by examining the

coherence along the array line of Fig. 6. Figure 14 plots the real part of the complex coherence versus polar angle

for tones � (1) and � (2) between a reference sensor, marked with vertical blue line, and the scanning microphone. The

black lines plot the coherence using an actual (fixed) microphone as the reference sensor. In the application the CSMC
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Fig. 13 Ranked odd-numbered singular values from matrix� 5 5 ,) for the underexpanded jet. Highest to lowest

(1, 3, 5, . . . , 13) singular value plots are shown from top to bottom.

and PFD techniques, the fixed reference microphone is removed and the signal from its position is estimated through

a minimization (CSMC) or a phase reference (PFD) approach. The red lines plot the corresponding coherences. The

reference microphones are selected to be near the peak emission of the respective tones (microphone 3, \ = 90◦, for

� (2) ; microphone 9, \ = 66◦, for � (1) ). It is noted that both CSMC and PFD methods yield excellent reconstructions

of the coherence.

P�� P��

CSMCCSMC

B
(1)

B
(1)

B
(2)

B
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Fig. 14 Real part of the complex coherence along the microphone array line for tones � (1) and � (2) (top and

bottom rows) using the CSMC and PFD methods (left and right columns) Reference positions are marked by blue

vertical lines. Black lines plot the actual coherence using a physical microphone at the reference position. Red

lines plot the results of obtained from the CSMC and PFD methods without a physical sensor at the reference

location.
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Beamforming results are shown in Fig. 15. The nozzle exit plane is located at G = 0 m. The noise source map

obtained with fixed sensors only is highly distorted by the sidelobes and thus is of limited value. The continuous-scan

paradigm greatly increases the fidelity of the beamformed maps. The CSSM, CMSC, amd PFD techniques yield

similar maps that are practically devoid of sidelobe contamination. The beamformed map extends to G/� ≈ 20 at low

frequency and becomes more compact with increasing frequency, as has been observed in numerous past studies of

turbulent jets (e.g., [2]). Horizontal thin layers containing periodic-like patterns represent the location of screech tones

� (1) through � (4) . A weak source around G = 0 m is seen near 9 kHz in the continuous-scan maps, indicating the

interaction of upstream-propagating waves of tone � (1) with the nozzle lip.

(d)

Y(          )

Fig. 15 Array output for the underexpanded jet. (a) FS; (b) CSSM; (c) CSMC; (d) PFD.

Although the beamformed maps using the continuous-scan approach are already of high quality, deconvolution

may still be applied to further sharpen the noise source distributions. Predictably, deconvolution of the array output

using fixed sensors (Fig. 15(a)) fails to provide a meaningful result due to the highly complex PSF; hence, results are

shown only for the methods using the scanning microphone. Figure 16 presents the deconvolution of the array output

obtained via PFD using the DAMAS, RL and CLEAN-SC algorithms. Deconvolution of the CSMC output is similar

and will be shown later in a detailed assessment of the shock sources. The source now becomes highly localized and

the small-scale spatial features of the jet flow are very well-resolved. It is instructive to examine the source distribution

around tones � (1) , � (2) , � (3) and � (4) , marked with horizontal lines in the DAMAS map. Reflection from the nozzle

lip near G = 0 m, associated with the upstream-propagating waves closing the feedback mechanism loop, is visible for
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� (1) and � (2) for all the maps. This effect is impossible to discern using the fixed sensors only. The location of the

source peak for tones � (2) , � (3) and � (4) lies in 5.9 ≤ G/� ≤ 6.25. This apparent location is 1� downstream of the

location from which the upstream-travelling waves were identified to be originated from for mode B by Powell et al.

[61], and Mercier et al. [26], but is in line with previous experimental beamforming results of the authors (Ref. [62]).

B
(1)

B
(2)

B
(3)

B
���Shock

sources

(               ) (               )(               )

Fig. 16 Deconvolution of the PFD array output. (a) DAMAS; (b) RL; (c) CLEAN-SC.

Close examination of the deconvolved noise source maps reveals periodic vertical streaks in the frequency range of

30 ≤ 5 ≤ 50 kHz. To study them in detail, Fig. 17 focuses on this frequency range and displays the source distributions

obtained via deconvolution of the PFD (left column) and CSMC (right column) outputs using RL (first row), DAMAS

(second row), and CLEAN-SC (third row). A dynamic range of 12 dB is used, and the local maximum is set to 0

dB. The colormap used in the figure has been changed with respect to the previous contours to aid the visualization

of the results. The vertical patterns are discernible to about G/� = 7 and represent “shock sources” associated with

the interaction of turbulent eddies with the shock cell structure of the jet [63]. RL and DAMAS yield fairly sharp

images in this region, while the result of CLEAN-SC appears smeared. The black dashed vertical lines display the

approximate location of the peak source, obtained by finding the local maxima near 35 ≤ 5 ≤ 45 kHz in the RL and

DAMAS images. It appears that the shock sources are better separated when using CSMC compared to PFD (notice

the difference between the peaks and valleys of the source distribution near the second and third shock sources). It
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is inferred from the figure that the shock cell spacing, which is approximately the same as the spacing of the shock

sources, is between 1.17� and 1.20�. This shock cell spacing is close to the wavelength of 1.20� of a lobed intensity

pattern detected in schlieren images of an underexpanded jet with " 9 = 1.37 by Mercier et al. [26]. A similar shock

spacing was inferred from the coherence-based noise source maps of Ref. [62]. This underscores the high degree of

spatial resolution that is attained with the continuous-scan paradigm in conjunction with DAMAS and RL, enabling the

resolution of the fine scale patterns of the jet flow using far-field non-intrusive measurements. The images deconvolved

with CLEAN-SC do not clearly delimit the shock sources due to the low performance of the method at separating

closely-spaced sources [54].

(             )

Fig. 17 Detail of the shock cell pattern around tone � (4) obtained via deconvolution of the PFD (left column)

and CSMC (right column) outputs using RL (first row), DAMAS (second row), and CLEAN-SC (third row).
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V. Conclusions

The paper adapted the delay-and-sum beamforming method and related deconvolution techniques for microphone

phased arrays comprising fixed and continuously-scanning sensors. The processing of the non-stationary signals

introduced by the scanning sensors requires division of all signals into quasi-stationary blocks and application of a

frequency-dependent window within each block. The motion of the sensors also requires modification of the steering

vectors to include a Doppler-shifted frequency. Three distinct approaches were developed to obtain the noise source

maps. The first entails a direct application of delay-and-sum to each block of the divided signals followed by assembly

of the outputs of the blocks. It relies on the individual cross-spectral submatrices (CSSM) of each block. The CSSM

method lacks a complete cross-spectral matrix that would enable a straight-forward adoption of existing deconvolution

methods. A cross-spectral matrix completion and a partial fields decomposition method are also introduced in order

to use deconvolution processes. The matrix completion technique, originally implemented for non-synchronous array

measurements, was adapted here to the continuous-scan approach. The partial fields decomposition method has been

used in the past in near-field acoustic holography and beamforming studies. Deconvolution techniques encompassed

DAMAS, Richardson-Lucy, and CLEAN-SC.

The methodologies were applied to a synthetic noise source and to a supersonic underexpanded jet that presented

the phenomenon of screech. Introduction of a single scanning sensor to a far-field array comprising 13 fixed sensors

improved dramatically the fidelity of beamforming. Using the DAMAS or Richardson-Lucy algorithms, the decon-

volved images of the jet noise source resolved fine shock-cell features whose dimensions are similar to those imaged by

optical techniques in past investigations. The CLEAN-SC deconvolution produced a reasonable overall map but could

not resolve the aforementioned fine details. It is expected that utilization of the high-resolution versions of CLEAN-SC

(HR-CLEAN-SC and EHR-CLEAN-SC) would allow the possibility of separating sources in close proximity given the

low sidelobe levels [55, 64] attained with the dense arrays obtained using CSMC and PFD.
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